Troy Armory, Glenmore Rd.
Historic Property
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JT.1997.0002

Clock

clock, grandfather, wood

05/14/2015

TG.1996.0001 Flag

flag, Brigadier General, nylon, red/yellow/white, Circa 1950
Red rectangular flag on pole with spade finial, white star and yellow fringe
Color-Finish: red/yellow/white

TG.1996.0003 Flag

flag (Other), US, Civilian, silk, red,white/blue
48 star flag on pole with spade finial, flag has gold fringe
Cataloger Remarks: Mid 20th century era object.
Color-Finish: red,white/blue

TG.1996.0006 Safe

safe (Other), Civilian, steel, black/gold, SN: 257699
Safe with dial combination on front , single door, level handle, on roller wheels; painted along
top front in gold: " CO. B. 2nd INF."; painted on door: "The Mosler Safe Co."; painted on door
bottom: "New York".
Cataloger Remarks: Active safe, unable to open
Color-Finish: black/gold

TG.1996.0007 Costumer

costumer (Other), coat rack, Civilian, wood, brown
A Bent Wood Coat Rack with 8 bent wood holders, 4 legs, center is shaped like a four leaf
clover, beehive finial.
Cataloger Remarks: Early 20th century era object
Color-Finish: brown

TG.1996.0012 Tank

FSN/NSN: 2350-01-061-2306
Tank, Medium, Full Track (TTS), US Army, Steel, M60A3, SN: 09A18172, 105mm Gun, USA
Tank, M60A3 TTS (Patton) Main Battle Tank, hatch welded shut
Cataloger Remarks: Post 1960 era object.

TR.1995.0003 Cap

"Baseball cap w/o stiffener in front, leather sweatband 1" wide, dark gray cloth, underside of
bill light green cloth. 6 segments each w/ metal grommet painted black. Light gray patch w/
silver wings, light blue "42" on red,yellow + blue rainbow embroidered on gray, sewn on front
patch"

TR.1995.0004 Brassard

"2 pieces of wool felt (one green, one black) with Rainbow insignia of red, yellow and blue
With silver "42" superimposed embroidered on each. Sewn together with raw edges. Moth
damage on green side, black faded"

TR.1995.0005 Sleeve Covers

Sleeve covers, blacksmith. Canvas, hemmed & folded in half. 4 snap fasteners along long edge.
darts taken in + reinforcing patch sewn at elbow end. 2 grommets for leather thong at wrist end.
Stamped inside GALVIN BROS Model 1917, July 29 1918. M.A.D.. Both sleeve covers have
identification stamps for the 101st Cavalry, NY National Guard.

TR.1995.0006 Pin, Picket

Pin, Picket, M1912 "Tapered iron spike with head like a claw hammer at one end, deep fullers
down sides tapering to point. Painted black" Note on 2609 card indicates this pin was from the
2/108 Inf

TR.1995.0007 Pin, Picket

Pin, Picket, M1912 "Tapered iron spike with head like a claw hammer at one end, deep fullers
down sides tapering to point. Painted black" Note on 2609 card indicates this pin was from the
2/108 Inf

TR.1995.0008 Grenade

Rifle Grenade. "cylindrical head with pointed top, soldered gray metal. Fitted onto pipe, 3 fins
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spot welded onto bottom: rusty. Bottom section of pipe 1 1/8 od, 15/16 id. Scratched on side of
fin: M2 108 INF 2A

TR.1995.0009 Helmet

Helmet, German. "stamped steel, leather suspension. Suspension ties missing, only ends of
leather chinstrap remain. Leather suspension dry + brittle. Finish mostly missing, flecks of light
green paint insideand out. Stamped into metal inside back CK166 / 2883"

TR.1995.0010 Helmet

Helmet, German, Civil Defense. (Luftschutz?) "stamped steel, 2 piece (crown + skirt) vent
holes in crown. Fabric suspension w/ cork pads. Leather chin strap broken - no buckle.
Suspension ties missing. Inside rear of skirt stamped RL2-38/28. Suspension marked in right
front in pen FISCHER. Blue Dymo tape label attached through suspension marked 242 Inf.
Paper label stapled to suspension marked L42 M242 INF 3E. Suspension ties missing"

TR.1995.0012 Banner

Banner, mounted white silklike fabric, 1 selvage edge and three hemmed edges. Silkscreened.
On top in Old English lettters "Our Comrade", across bottom "Rainbow Div Vet". In center a
half arc rainbow, red/yellow + blue,with "42" under and within arc.Mounted on matboard.with
glue along top edge, then backed by foamboard

TR.1995.0014 Badge

Horse Show Ribbon rosette 1928- 3" diameter rosette of ruffled yellow silk ribbon with 2" silk
covered button in center. Two fragmentary ribbon streamers hang 4.5 inches. Brass wire hook
on back. Center button has image in gold print of a rearing horse with LIMITED beneath.
Encircled by words NATIONAL HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 1928.

TR.1995.0015 Badge

Horse Show Ribbon rosette 1930- 3" diameter rosette of ruffled yellow silk ribbon with 2" silk
covered button in center. Two ribbon streamers hang 7 inches. Brass wire hook on back. Center
button has image in gold print of a rearing horse with LIMITED beneath. Encircled by words
NATIONAL HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 1928. In pencil on back
11-12-30 Btry B 105 F.A.

TR.1995.0016 Badge

Horse ribbon rosette, Gymkhana, 1930. Oval rosette of pleated red silk ribbon 3 3/8 x 1 1/2,
with 1 3/4 Diameter silk covered button in center. 2 ribbon streamers 6 1/2 in long, brass hook
on back. Button printed in gold GYMKHANA 102nd Cavalry Band Feb 22 1930. In ink on
back Btry B 105 FA

TR.1995.0017 Badge

Horse show ribbon rosette of pleated blue silk ribbon. Button in center has a gilt brass heraldic
crest, surrounded by the words ESSEX TROOP - 102nd CAVALRY. Ribbon streamers
deteriorated and mostly gone. Brass hook on back

TR.1995.0018 Badge

Horse Sow, Ribbon Rosette of ruffled red silk ribbon. Black button in center with brass crest
surrounded by ESSEX TROOP 102nd CAVALRY. Ribbon streamers hang from back- one
complete & stamped NEWARK NJ, the other is partially missing. Brass hook on back.

TR.1995.0019. Canteen
a

Ovoid aluminum body, flat on bottom, concave in back, convex in front, threaded neck, brow
plastic top; remnants of cord attached to aluminum swivel og cap. Shows traces of olive drab
paint"

TR.1995.0019. Carrier
b

Canvas carrier for canteen. Has flap closure with two brass snaps. Canvas belt loop stitched to
back, will accommodate 2 3/4 belt. Dymo tape looped through belt loop marked 242 INF.
Paper tag stapled to flap marked L 42M 242 INF 4E

TR.1995.0020 Rocket (inert)

M8A1 rocket- Cylindrical steel body, stepped in then flared again at the bottom for nozzle. 24
3/8 " long. Flange at nozzle has 6 folding fins 1" x 4". Steel head, cylindrical then truncated
rounded taper, 7" long, screws into body. Fuze, containing rounded taper 2" long.Body & head
painted OD. Fuze in 2 sections. lower brass upper silvery metal. Body stenciled in 1/8" yellow
letters: ROCKET 4.5 M8A1 / MADE BY ROME MFG CO. / REVERE COPPER & BRASS
INC / ROME NY/ Head stamped along bottom edge in 1.8: letters: LOT *4 28145-26-6-1943
GRS A1. FUZE, ROCKET, TPD M4A2A DELAYED ASQ.

TR.1995.0021 Rocket (inert)

Cylindrical steel body and nozzle of unknown rocket- bottle shaped. Upper part cylindrical
with slightly domed top- one piece. Bottom rim of cylinder threaded on outside. Lower part
also one piece, internaly threaded on top to accept upper part, then forming nozze. No
markings. Inaide are two cast frames. Upper one with 1 long rod projecting down in middle;
bottom with 6 long rods projecting up toward outside. Frames set in loose.
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TR.1995.0022 Fin Assembly

4 stamped fins spot welded to collar and each other to form what appears to be a fin assembly
for an aerial bomb. Olive drab fisish. Marked in black paint: AN; M103A1 100LB. SIZE
GLA- 1- 29

TR.1995.0023 Shirt

Shirt, Khaki, long sleeve. "2 breast pockets with flap and button. 2 epaulettes with buttons, 2
bussons each cuff. Full opening in front; 6 buttons, 2 buttons don't match others. Left sleeve
shows evidence of 42nd ID patch" Label in neck US ARMY REGULATION CLOTH.

TR.1995.0024 Shirt

"Shirt, long sleeve, khaki. 2 breast pockets with flaps + buttons. 2 buttons each cuff. Full
opening in front; 6 buttons . Not all buttons match. Left sleeve shows evidence of 42nd ID
patch." Labelin neck US ARMY REGULATION CLOTH

TR.1995.0025 Trousers

Trousers, cotton khaki. 7 belt loops to accomodatrea 11/2inch belt. Zipper fly with button at
waistband. 2 front pocket alog side seams. 2 reap ockters with flap and button. Watch pocket
on right of waiastband. Waisrband lining and pockets of whire fabric.

TR.1995.0026 Boots

Pair of boots. Brown leather lace up, 10 pairs of eyelets. Left boot has 1" hole drilled through
sole to accommodate a display stand.

TR.1995.0029 Cap

Service cap, olive drab wool crown with yellow falbric lining, brown leather visor and
chinstrap. Enlisted cap device. Bfown leather visor and chinstrap

TR.1995.0030 Jacket

Field jacket - Ike jacket. Rainbow patch on left sleeve shoulder, Staff Sgt. chevrons

TR.1995.0031 Trousers

Trousers, olive drab wool, button fly, belt loops for 1 3/4" belt. 2 pockets along seams, 2 rear
pockets, no flap or button. Watch pocket on right front. Waistband & pockets lined with white
cloth. No cuffs.

TR.1995.0032 Shirt

Olive drab wool shirt, long sleeve , coat style, 7 button closure, Rainbow patch on left sleeve
shoulder, Staff Sgt chevrons. 2 breast pockets with flap & button. 1 button at each cuff.

TR.1995.0033 Jacket

World War I jacket , olive drab wool. No brass or insignia. 4 patch pockets W flap & button. 5
button front closure.

TR.1995.0034 Breeches

World War I Breeches, olive drab wool. Button closures at cslf (7 buttons), button fly, belt
loops for 1 1/2" belt. 2 pockets at side seam, 2 back pockets with flap ad button. Watch pocket
at right front.

TR.1995.0040 Mask

Gas Mask, World war I box respirator- Carrier marked "LT W.N. HORSBURG " across front
in black, also 27th Div insignia in red. Mask intact but rubber deteriorating

TR.1995.0041 Machine Gun

German World War I machine gun, MG 08, on sled mount. Serial # 45303. Painted gloss black

TR.1995.0043 Disc

Pair of World War I identification tags. One is a disc 1 1/8" diameter, with a loop soldered to
the top, the other a 1 inch square. Both are engraved "J A GREENE - 1st Lt USA HQ 42nd
DIVISION.
Cpt. John A. Greene is listed in a roster of the Rainbow Division officers 11 Nov 1918 as Asst
to A.C. of A, G-2

TR.1995.0044 Color

Regimental color of the 71st New York. 1910-1917. Folded in triangular clear plastic box &
taped closed. Tag says "71st Infantry Colors 1910 -1917"

TR.1995.0045 Color

Regimental color of the Fraser Highlanders (military recreation group), Canada. Late 20th C.
56" fly, 26" hoist. Union Jack in upper left, shield with St George's cross above green field
with three yellow maple leaves.

TR.1995.0046 Guidon

Dark blue wool swallowtail guidon, Has applied white cloth "15 NYD" and crossed rifles

TR.1995.0047 Patch

Shoulder patch, 42nd Div rainbow embroidered on 2" felt disc

TR.1995.0048. Belt
a

Cotton web belt, has brass tip but no buckle

TR.1995.0048. Belt
b

Length of cotton web belt, no tip or buckle
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TR.1995.0049 Cover

Muzzle cover for rifle, 1944. Small canvas bag 1 1/2 dia.with 7" long 3/4" web strap with 2
male snaps and one female snap. Marked US and VICTORY MFG INC 1944

TR.1995.0051 Bugle

C. G. Conn bugle, no mouthpiece. single loop with water key, two supports- one with cord
ring. Remains of red tassel & cord fastened to ring. Slight bend near mouthpiece receiver, dent
near bell.

TR.1995.0052 Coat

WWI enlisted jacket- Pvt. Has collar discs for US and Armor, Pvt chevrons, Discharge and
Overseas Service chevrons on left sleeve. Two of the front closure buttons missing

TR.1995.0053 Cap

WWI overseas cap, enlisted- has pin-on "US" insignia in blackened bronze. Unlined, has white
cloth sweatband with what appears to be the British Broad Arrow mark.

TR.1995.0054 Cap

WWI overseas cap, WWI - OD wool piped in Magenta (?) with pin on "US" in blackened
bronze. Lined with a brittle, deteriorating fabric. Card found in cap marked L42m2-108Inf IE

TR.1995.0055 Helmet

WWI Brodie style helmet- has leather chinstrap

TR.1995.0056 Leggings

Pair of canvas leggings, WWI era- cotton khaki with eyelet cord and hook closure. One is
stamped TRG 101 Cav. Tag attached, marked L42m2-108Inf 34 A&B

TR.1995.0057 Jacket

WWII style officer's jacket, Rainbow Div and 10th Army patches, no rank or branch insignioa

TR.1995.0058 Shirt

Khaki wool shirt, officer's, 27th Div & 2nd Corps patches

TR.1995.0060 Cap

Officer's service cap, brown leather visor & chin strap

TR.1995.0061 Shirt

Shirt, cotton khaki, long sleeved 6 button coat style with rainbow patch on left shoulder. Has
epaulettes, 2 fromt pockets with buttoned flaps. Several buttons do not mach.

TR.1995.0062 Trousers

Trousers, cotton khaki, button fly, belt loops, 2 front pockets in side seams, 2 rear pocketsbuttoned without flaps. Watch pocket right front

TR.1995.0065 Cap

US Army dress blue cap, officer's. Has field grade embroidery on visor & field grade Artillery
cap band. Officer's eagle insignia, eagle side buttons, gold chinstrap.

TR.1995.0071 Coat

US Army dress green jacket, Lt Col. 11th Corps patch on left shoulder. One LTC silver leaf on
left epaulette. Two US insignias on lapels, one Infantry insignia on left lapel. Card printed with
McHUGH found in pocket.

TR.1995.0072 Trousers

US Army officer's dress green trousers

TR.1995.0073 Necktie

black, wool

TR.1995.0074 Shirt

Cotton khaki shirt. coat style, long sleeves. Single breast pocket, no epaulettes.

TR.1995.0076 Trousers

cotton khaki trousers, two side seam pockets, two back pockets with button closures. Watch
pocket at right front waistband. Button fly.

TR.1995.0077 Patch

Raindow Div SSI- Red, Yellow & Blue quarter-arc embroidered rainbow with OD border

TR.1995.0086 Patch

Armed Service Forces SSI, 2nd Service Command- two interlocking white hollow squares
diagonal on a blue field

TR.1995.0087 Patch

Fifth Army SSI

TR.1995.0088 Patch

11th Corps SSI

TR.1995.0097 Belt

Cotton web pistol belt

TR.1995.0098 Belt

WWI Ammunition belt

TR.1995.0099 Pennant

Felt pennant, 71st NY Veterans

TR.1995.0100 Flag

US Flag, 48 stars

TR.1995.0101 Flag

Small flag with seal of Nassau County NY

TR.1995.0102. Guidon
a

Swallowtail guidon
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TR.1995.0102. Flag Staff
b

Flag Staff

TR.1995.0103 Banner

Banner - Japanese naval?

TR.1995.0116 Pin

Welcome Home pin, Rainbow Div

TR.2015.0001 Hat

Model 1911 Campaign Hat; Green Stetson with black leather strap and brass eagle emblem on
front. Size 7 1/4 (53)

TR.2015.0002 Hat

M1911 Campaign Hat with crossed swords pinned to the front. Chin strap is broken on one
side.
"John B. Stetson" marked on inside leather band.

TR.2015.0003 Cap

1-Cap, Garrison; OD wool garrison cap with bronze "US" pin
"Richard M" and "7 1/2" on inside band
2 a/b-Pair of chevrons from PFC Richard Morowitz, I&R Plt 222 Inf, 42 ID
3-Hash Marks-3 Hash marks from PFC Richard Morowitz
4-Insignia, U.S.-Brass US Insignia from PFC Richard Morowitz

TR.2015.0004 Cap

Cap, Garrison; Grey Cap with black and gold trim. Size 6 7/8
"R.J. Manolis" on inside of sweatband

TR.2015.0005 Cap

Cap, Garrison; Khaki cap with black and gold trim
"JBX" on sweatband

TR.2015.0006 Overcoat

OD Wool overcoat with single chevron on each sleeve and ruptured duck on right breast

TR.2015.0007 Telephone

Telephone, Set; TA 312/PT; Telephone set is contained in an OD green zippered case.
Shoulder strap attached.
Serial # 14385

TR.2015.0008. Coat
A

WWII era officer's service coat, pinks and greens, four pocket with waistbelt, captains bars,
medical branch insignia, and single European campaign medal with bronze star

TR.2015.0008. Cap
B

Cap, Garrison; OD green cap with Captain rank insignia attached, black and gold trim
Number "281" in black on inside of cap

TR.2015.0009 Coat

Army green wool service caot with 27th Div. patch-all brass and ribbons have been removed
leaving small pins holes on shoulders, lapels, and left breast

TR.2015.0010 Sling

Flag sling; OD green
"1 HOW 105 ARTY" marked in black on underside

TR.2015.0011. Jacket, Field
1

M1943 field jacket, Ike jacket, with 45th Div SSI, 3 overseas stripes, and a ruptured duck

TR.2015.0011. Shirt
2

OD wool shirt with 45th Div SSI and ruptured duck

TR.2015.0011. Trousers
3

OD wool, button fly

TR.2015.0012 Cap

Blue officer's cap, size 6 3/4 with gold eagle emblem
Maker: Bancroft, Framingham, Massachewsetts "Cap belongs to Ken Bridgemohan 8054"

TR.2015.0013 Trousers

Khaki Trousers
Label reads "Regulation Army Officers Trs" Inside right pocket has multiple penned #s and
M-2502 stamped twice

TR.2015.0014 Stereoscope

Stereoscope, manifying F-71
1-Small Binoculars on metal stand
2-OD Wooden Case with hinged lid and handle
3-Instruction manual
Made by Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp, Jamaica, NY
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TR.2015.0015 Gaiters

Pair of brown leather gaiters
a-#13 stamped inside
b-#13 stamped inside

TR.2015.0016 Gaiters

Pair of black leather gaiters, size 11 3/4
Stencilled on inside of each:"187" "16 1/2"
a-left
b-right

TR.2015.0017 Cap

Green service cap with brown leather visor and strap, gold eagle emblem on front
Marked: "Knox; Fifth Avenue, New York Matt Siegel Clothing Co. Fargo, N.D."

TR.2015.0018 Desk

M1942 field desk; cube shape with drop down front on hinges, handles on sides, 4 drawers, and
a storage compartment on the inside. One drawer is missing a handle and one drawer has been
replaced entirely.

TR.2015.0019 Unit

Sight unit, M34; Mortar optic sight, OD green with M79 mount, telescope attached; with M9
Adapter, telescope attached; and with M62 Telescope, Elbow attached.
M79 Data plate place over sight unit plate.
Marked: "M34 7644309"; "M68 5581770" engraved; "M79 7693811" engraved
Serial numbers: M79 23914; M9 none; M62 36226

TR.2015.0020 Unit

Sight Unit, M34A1 consisting of: Adapter M9; Mount Telescope M79; Telescope Elbow
M62A1C. OD green paint. Rubber eyecup attached.
Serial numbers: 7693810; M79 29465; M9 not present; M62A1C 39857

TR.2015.0021 Key

Key, Telegraph with cable assembly; Hughes Key, Telegraph,KY872/PRC-104 painted black
Serial # 828A

TR.2015.0022 Unit

Test Unit I-236; Teletype Circuit Tester; OD green paint. "William Busse and Son Inc. Park
Ridge, Ill." on data plate. "Teletype Circuit Tester" in black marking on backside of unit.
Serial # SC5583A

TR.2015.0023 Pouch

Magazine pouch for M1911 Automatic Colt produced by Mills Aug 1918. Tan canvas. Paper
instructions contained in pouch, information on magazine maintenance and protection, yellow
paper is torn but mostly intact.
Maker: "Mills Aug 1918 Pat. Jan 29 '01-Jul 16 '07"

TR.2015.0024 Ring

Ring, Flagstaff; Silver
Reads "Presented to the Rainbow Division by Mrs. William Cumming Story 1917

TR.2015.0025 Ceramic

China Set, 2 Piece
1-Plate; White China with gold trim. Rainbow insignia in center. "42nd Infantry Division"
above insignia and "Never Forget" below the insignia.
Maker: Kitchenshop.com
2-Saucer; Decorated same as plate.
3-Pitcher; White china with gold trim on brim and centerline.

TR.2015.0026 Kit

Officer's Mess Kit; M1937-painted brown and "105MP/MESS" stenciled on top-contains
aluminum plates, bowls, cups, serving plates and bowls, coffee pot, salt and pepper
shakers-silverware is not original
Label on top reads "Chest, Outfit, Officer's Mess M-1937/ Stock no. 63-C-553/1952/Miller
Manufacturing Co./ Glen Cove, NY"

TR.2015.0027 Box

Ammo Box, Small Arms;OD green ammo box. White label reads "WWII Mermite Mess Kit".
Contains an aluminum insert.
Inscription: "Small Arms AMM Box MK1 MOD 0"
Serial # 439184

TR.2015.0028 Case

Typewriter case-OD wood box, reinforced with metal, riveted around all edges and each
corner- detachable lid secured with four latches
"105 MP" Stenciled on one side

TR.2015.0029 Boots

Boots, Jumper, Parachute; Pair of brown leather boots. Labeled a/b.
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TR.2015.0030 Kit

Chaplain's Kit; soft OD box with sarrying strap and velcro flap closures-interior has plastic
lining divided by foam-all contents except for communion platter are missing

TR.2015.0031 Coat

Coat, DCU, name tag Taluto and 2 star rank insignia sewn on collar

TR.2015.0032 Vest

Vest, Body Armor, Interceptor (IBA); DCU Pattern
Mark reads "Point Blank Body Armor 954-630-0900"
Serial # AR 328226-F

TR.2015.0033 Pants

Pant, DCU

TR.2015.0034 Plaque

Presentation plaque; 5 3/4 inch metal disc mounted on burgundy velvet board with a stand on
inside a burgundy velvet box.
"Republic of Iraq/ Salah Addin Governorate"

TR.2015.0035 Plaque

Presentation Plaque, Shield; Made of wood w brass plate in a case. Brass plate has green, red,
and black trim. Banner on bottom is written in arabic. Center art depicts a rifle, saber, and
anchor. Case is green felt with gold trim.

TR.2015.0036 Diorama

Model, Building; Model of Tikrit Presidential Site

TR.2015.0037 Plate

Platter, Brass; Painted black, 9 etched scenes of locations in Iraq. Eyelet for hanging attached
to back.

TR.2015.0038 Plate

Platter, Brass, Decorative; Brass with red painted trim. 12 scenes etched in black paint form an
outer ring. Center art is etched as a sphinx.
Inscription reads "Iraq, Namroud"

TR.2015.0039 Coffee Mug

Urn, Tea, Gas Burner; Silver plated urn with built in gas burner. Black handles on sides with
a spigot in center. Scanbar on white label under spigot. Number on scan reads 6260158
000176.
Inscriptions:
"A. Baradaran" on pedestal
"Akbar Baradaran" on fuel cap
"Akbar Baradaran" maker's mark on face of urn
Serial number 264491

TR.2015.0040 Coffee Mug

Silver metal urn with built in gas burner. 2 wooden handles on sides and a spigot in the center.
Base has upside down hearts cut in a ring along the bottom.
Maker's mark in several places of the face reads "Hashem Habibi Brothers"

TR.2015.0041 Plate

Pair of decorative bowls; Set
1-Brass bowl painted purple, blue, yellow, and green in pattern around decorative cutouts.
Sticker on the bottom reads "Made in India"
2-Brass bowl painted purple, pink, orange, red, white, green, yellow in pattern around
decorative cutouts. Sticker on bottom reads "Made in India".

TR.2015.0042 Coffee Mug

Gold plated plastic coffee urn. 1 handle ewer. 3 roses embossed on face. Decorative trim
embossed on top and bottom.

TR.2015.0043 Plaque

Plaque, commemorative, framed; Brown wood frame with gold trim and glass cover.
Montage picture with banner at the top reads "Operation Iraqi Freedom III". Center is the
rainbow insignia. Blue border trim is 1 1/2" on top and sides, 3" on bottom edge.
Info plate is brass.
Unit crest and Battle Command Training Program Warfighter coin is to the left and right of
brass plate which reads "42nd Infantry Division (Mech) MRX 13Sep-20Sep04"

TR.2015.0044 Suit

Suit, Track
Set of Adidas fitness outfit
1-Jacket is blue with white trim. Front full length zipper. Pockets are zippered. Adidas brand
logo on left breast.
2-Pants are blue with white trim. Zippers gofrom ankle to calf. Pockets are zippered. Adidas
logo on left hip.

TR.2015.0045 Plate

Platter, Decorative; Copper etched and painted on face. 8 Scenes in outer ring. Center scene
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depicts a woman holding a vessal.
Backside inscription reads "Gift of 2nd Battalion LTC Mohammad Yaas Roumy XO of the
Battalion"

TR.2015.0046 Plate

Platter, Decorative; Copper platter painted black with 8 scenes etched in a ring. Center etched
scene depicts a palace and reads "Ishtar, Iraq"

TR.2015.0047 Bible

Koran with Case; Small Koran and box case. Cover is white with green, red, blue and black
decorations. Cover and pages are in arabic.
a-Koran
b-Box case

TR.2015.0048 Sword

Sword, Mounted; Sword has brown plastic handle with gold plated metal pommel and
crossguard. Blade has decorative design painted in black. Sword is mounted to a dark brown
wood board with decorative designs painted in silver. Snakes embossed on crossguard and
skull enbossed on pommel.

TR.2015.0049 Dagger

Daggar and scabbard;
1-Gold plated dagger. 2 horses embossed on each side of dagger handle. Dagger pommel is a
horsehead. 3 ovals and 4 circles in a patten cut out of blade near handle. Chain attached to
handle.
2-Scabbard has gold plated metal with 2 blue stones on each side. Wood veneer center of
scabbard on both sides. Chain attached.

TR.2015.0050 Coin

Gold coin with red and green trim. Center engraving of a bird head with blue banner which
reads "KDP". "1946" in black below banner. Bottom edge reads "Partiya Demokrata
Kurdistane". Coin is inside of a black felt case.

TR.2015.0051 Plaque

Gold disk from Diyala University. Black trim with orange and green painted design. Depicts an
open book in white. Plaque is in a green felt case.
Data plate reads "Best Regards From Diyala University". Gold lettering on black background
with blue trim.

TR.2015.0052 Plaque

Circular brass plaque in green felt case depicts 6 scenes etched in black paint. Center scene
depicts outline of the Iraq painted with red, white, and black stripes with 3 green stars across
the center white stripe.

TR.2015.0053 Trophy

Soccer ball; Adida Starstreamer II Size 5. White with blue, silver, and black stripes. Signatures
in black marker cover the ball.
Inscription reads "USA vs IRAQI" in black marker.

TR.2015.0054 Plaque

Brass plaque painted black mounted on a red felt board inside a red felt case. Case has gold
trim. 7 scenes etched in paint on outer ring. Center scene has outline of Iraq in red white and
black stripes. 3 green stars are on the center white stripe.

TR.2015.0055 Trophy

Brine Phantom NCAA Soccer ball size 5. White and orange design. Signatures cover the ball.
Inscription reads"USA vs British" in black marker.

TR.2015.0056 Trophy

Sledgehammer, Wood, Cemmemorative; Engraved on both sides of the handle. 2 Coins
mounted on each side of hammer head. One coin reads "3rd BDE, 3rd Inf Div (M)
Sledgehammer". Second coin reads "Awarded for excellence" on a banner above a shield.
Shield has blue diagonal stripes (3rd ID Patch) with a 3 in the center. Lower banner reads
"Nous Resterons La".
Inscription on handle:
Side 1 "Sledgehammer"
Side 2 "Liberty 5"
Numbered coin 9044

TR.2015.0057 Shirt

Shirt, Long Dress (ankle length); Green long shirt with collar in a lavender box. Unused and
still folded in sales box. Size 60 M.
Maker's mark depicts a blue lion on a silver tag with red trim.

TR.2015.0058. Robe
1

Clothes, Set, Iraqi; Black Robe with gold trim, bottom hem reads "Imperial Silka 55555
Superfine"
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TR.2015.0058. Shirt
2

Clothes, set, Iraqi; White collared shirt, dress

TR.2015.0058. Scarf
3

Clothes, Set, Iraqi; red and white head scarf

TR.2015.0058. Headband
4

Clothes, Set, Iraqi; Black headband ring (holds scarf in place)

TR.2015.0059 Print

Picture, wood frame, Plague located bottom center. Photo shows 7 Soldiers in front of a palace
with CPT Esposito and 1LT Allen faded in the background. Rainbow insignia in background.
Bottom inscription reads "Never Forget" in silver.
Plaque reads "In Memory of CPT Phillip T. Esposito and 1LT Louis E. Allen In Picture left to
right SGT Bill Fitch, SGT Jim Bennett, 1SG Lance Willsey, SSG Ashvin Thimmaiah, SSG
Gus Roberson, SGT Jim Pounds, SPC Arthur Coogan"
Back Label reads "Morningside Gallery"

TR.2015.0060. Coat
1

Coat (shirt), DCU, Framed; DCU shirt w CPT rank and 101 CAV crossed sabers on lapels.
Name tape is Esposito. Framed in gold trim and glass. Subdued 42ID unit patches on left and
right sleeves. US flag patch on right sleeve. Air Assault patch above US Army tape.

TR.2015.0060. Helmet
2

Helmet, Kevlar with helmet band and DCU cover. "Esposito" sewn on helmet band. CPT rank
on cover.

TR.2015.0060. Tag
3

ID tags, Esposito, Phil

TR.2015.0060. Boots
4

Boots, Combat, Tan
a-Left
b-Right

TR.2015.0061. Coat
1

Coat (shirt), DCU Framed; Medium Regular size, DCU shirt with 1LT rank and crossed sabers
(CAV) on lapels. Name tape reads "Allen". Subdued desert 42 ID unit patches on left and right
sleeves. US flag on right sleeve. Gold trim frame and glass front.

TR.2015.0061. Helmet
2

Helmet, Kevlar with helmet band and DCU cover. "Allen" sewn on helmet band. 1LT rank on
cover.

TR.2015.0061. Tag
3

ID Tags, Allen, Loius

TR.2015.0061. Boots
4

Boots, Combat, Tan
a-Left
b-Right

TR.2015.0062. Coat
1

Coat (shirt), DCU, Framed; DCU shirt with SGT rank on lapels. Subdued desert patches, 42ID
on left sleeve, 1st CAV unit patch on right sleeve. US Flag patch on right sleeve. Gold trim
frame with glass front. Name tape reads "Fisher". CAB patch over US Army tape.

TR.2015.0062. Helmet
2

Helmet, Kevlar with helmet band and DCU cover. "Fisher" sewn on helmet band. SGT rank
sewn on cover.

TR.2015.0062. Tag
3

ID tags, Fisher David

TR.2015.0062. Boots
4

Boots, Combat, Tan
a-Left
b-Right

TR.2015.0063 Trophy

Black and white Fifa soccer ball. Fifa logo is blue letters over a grey background. 1 Black
patch has a silouette of Iraq in green with arabic writing in silver, blue, and red overlaid.
Signatures cover the ball in black marker.

TR.2015.0064 Trophy

Football; Brown Wilson football. Signatures cover the ball in black marker. Reads "Wilson
Official NFL Composite Leather Ultra-Grip Technology" on face of ball under the strings.
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TR.2015.0065 Helmet

M1 helmet and liner with fixed bail and leather chin strap

TR.2015.0066 Sign

Sign; 42 ID HHC Company sign. 2 hinged boards painted green with yellow lettering.
Rainbow insignia and "OIF III" painted on both sides along with company name.

TR.2015.0067 Sign

42 ID Headquarters sign. Black lettering on white background. Black trim. Arabic lettering
also.

TR.2015.0068 Steel-plate

Flag staff plate. 42 ID OIF III. Rainbow and 2 stars on plate. Holds 2 flags.

TR.2015.0069 Tapestry

Oriental Rug depicts a tan Ziggurat with blue sky in background.

TR.2015.0070 Tapestry

Rug; dark blue rug depicts 9 Arabian people below a string of lights.

TR.2015.0071 Stick

Swagger Stick; Wood stick capped on 1 end with a bullet casing and capped on the other end
with a hollowed out bullet. Green cord through handle holds a coin.

TR.2015.0072 Round (inert)

Round, 155 mm. Painted grey.

TR.2015.0073. Jacket, Field
1

M1943 Ike jacket-Private chevron, 3 overseas stripes, CIB, ribbons, 42 ID SSI

TR.2015.0073. Necktie
2

Black wool necktie

TR.2015.0073. Shirt
3

Khaki Shirt

TR.2015.0074 Helmet

M1 Helmet and Liner

TR.2015.0075 Boots

Pair of M1943 double buckle combat boots.
a-Left
b-Right

TR.2015.0076 Cap

Cap, Boonie, DCU

TR.2015.0077 Coat

Caot (shirt), DCU; 42 ID SSI; BG Rank, "Genereux" name tape

TR.2015.0078 Vest

Vest, Interceptor Body Armor (IBA), DCU with 3 pouches, one star rank, "Genereux" name
tape

TR.2015.0079 Cover

DCU cloth helmet cover for kevlar helmet with one star rank

TR.2015.0080 Band

tan cloth band with "Genereux" embroidered in brown thread

TR.2015.0081 Boots

pair of desert tan combat boots
a-left
b-right

TR.2015.0082 Relic

Rectangular fragment of steel, rusted

TR.2015.0083 Statue

Gold eagle head on black base with a plaque with arabic writing

TR.2015.0084 Box

Wooden box with decorative inlay "TF Liberty Governors Conference", red, white, and black
map of Iraq

TR.2015.0085 Plaque

Gold disc on black velvet board in black velvet box. "Iraqi 4th Div"

TR.2015.0086 Medal

Medal of Honor-Display Copy

TR.2015.0087 Tapestry

Rug, Orange Oriental
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